DELANY
INSTALLATION TIPS
Mounting Of Stops

To mount angle stops on IPS stubs,
especially on projects calling for large
numbers of flush valves, eliminating wrenching by screwing a coupling and a short length
of 1” pipe hand tight to the union outlet of the
stop. Swing this “special tool” until stop is
tight on stub. Job goes easier and faster. The
chrome remains clean and unmarred.

Factory Assembled Handles, Push
Buttons, or Foot Pedals

All chrome plated Delany Valves for
exposed use are shipped with handles (or push
buttons or foot pedals) locked in place and
pretested. No field adjustment of any kind is
required.

Connecting The Delany
Vacuum Breaker

The Delany VB and flush connection are
of unitized design and are coupled to the valve
outlet in one operation. When making up the
cowl nut to the valve outlet, a hand tight
connection is sufficient. If further wrenching is
done, use one quarter
turn at most. The
shoulder of the rubber
sleeve in the vacuum
breaker is its own gasket and will not leak if
this light
pressure is applied.

How To Set For Minimum
Flushing Noise

If valve is equipped with Delany Turnto-Silence equipment (stamped on both valve
cover and stop bonnet) adjust as follows.
Unless pressure at valve changes radically, the
setting is permanent.
One Turn-to-Silence stop wide. Trip valve
and note noise level. While valve is running,
begin to close stop and slowly Turn-to-Silence.
Depending on inlet pressure at any given fixture,
there is one setting of the stop at which water
noise will be hushed. If pressure is low, this
optimum setting will be
near the wide open
position. If pressure is
high, the setting will be
near the closed position.
The gallonage
demands of the fixture
must also be satisfied.
Adjustment of the
SpeedSet feature in
the valve cover will be
helpful in this regard (see below).

How To Regulate Length Of Flush

The length of flush and hence water
gallonage consumed per flush can be readily
varied by the SpeedSet feature in the valve
cover. Remove hex head protecting screw and
engage regulating screw beneath with screwdriver. Turn clockwise to lower the screw and
shorten flush. Turn counterclockwise to raise
screw and lengthen flush. Water consumption
requirements of different fixtures vary widely.
The flexibility built into Delany SpeedSet
regulation permits proper flushing action without waste of water. If valve happens to be
equipped with non hold open feature, no regulation is possible by the regulating screw. For
such valves, regulation
must be achieved by
substitution of different sized bypasses on
a trial and error basis.

Low Pressure Conditions

Delany Valves require a minimum
operating pressure of 10 psi while flushing.
All plumbing fixtures demand at least 10 psi
and many require higher pressures. Hence,
meeting the minimum pressure requirements
of the fixture will automatically satisfy the
minimum needs of the Delany Valve installed.
In addition to pressure, the volume
requirement of the fixture must be met to
secure an adequate syphon. Most water closets
need a flow rate of about 30 GPM. The lower
the pressure, the larger the piping must be to
supply this minimum flow.
Delany Valves with Turn-to-Silence
equipment offer a plus factor in field flexibility
when pressures are marginal and flow rate
inadequate. The Delrin choke ring may be
slipped out of the main valve seat and
discarded. Flow rate will be noticeably
increased. The silent
action of the valve will
not be impaired since
the available pressure
is so low.
If flow is still
inadequate, a simple
test may be made to
see if symphonic
action is possible. Shut
the control stop tight, remove the
operating assembly from the flush valve, and
replace the valve cover only. The flush valve
has in effect been converted into an elbow in
the line. If a syphon cannot be obtained under
this condition, it will not be obtained until the
pressure is increased.

High Pressure Conditions

Delany Flush Valves are designed to
operate at water pressures up to 100 psi.
Ideally, pressures should be in the range of 30
psi to 60 psi. At pressures of 75 psi and over,
the use of pressure reducing valves in supply
lines is recommended. At such high pressures,
splashing is inevitable, noise is increased, and
the life span of all plumbing brass is bound to
be reduced.

Protection Of Chrome Plating

After valves are installed, all chrome
plated surfaces should be immediately
protected by Vaseline or some other cover until
the building is occupied. Where chrome plate
is not protected during construction, damage is
common for several reasons, most notably due
to acid spattering by tile washers.
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